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Abstract—This paper discusses the concept of plenoptic hand
lens imagers for in-situ close-range imaging during planetary
exploration missions. Hand lens imagers, such as the Mars
Hand Lens Imager on-board the Mars rover Curiosity, are
important cameras for in-situ investigations, e.g. of rock layer,
minerals or dust. They are also important for the preparation
and documentation of other instrument operations and for rover
health assessment. Due to the small working distance between
object and the camera’s main lens, significant physical limita-
tions affect the imaging performance. Most evident is the limited
depth of field of a few millimeters for working distances of a few
centimeters. This requires a highly accurate positioning of the
camera and also limits the in-focus content of an image signifi-
cantly. Hence, in order to have an extended object completely in
focus, a sequence of images, each being focused to a different
distance, is required. A single, passive camera is insufficient
to compute depth from a single shot; only the combination
of multiple images, either taken from different vantage points
or at different focal settings, allows this. To overcome those
limitations, we propose the use of plenoptic cameras as hand
lens imagers. From a single exposure, they allow to create an
extended depth of field image and at the same time a metric
depth map while maintaining a more open aperture. These and
other advantages might make it possible to omit space grade
focus mechanisms in the future. A plenoptic camera is achieved
by adding an additional matrix of lenslets shortly in front of the
image sensor of a conventional camera. Hence, available space
camera hardware can be used to form a new type of sensor.
Due to its recording concept, a plenoptic camera maintains the
depth of the scene as it is projected into the camera by the main
lens. Thanks to the parallax between the lenslets, it is possible to
compute depth via triangulation for each image point as well
as a high resolution 2-D extended depth of field image. This
paper provides an overview of the state of the art of hand lens
imaging from which we derive a set of common requirements
for future devices. We briefly introduce the plenoptic camera
technology and provide first experimental results on the imaging
performance based on samples of test targets and rocks. The
results show that our preliminary plenoptic camera setup can
comply with the requirements for in-situ hand lens imaging in
terms of image quality, depth estimation and the usability for
planetology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper proposes to use plenoptic cameras for the next
generation of hand lens imagers for in-situ micro-imaging
during planetary exploration. A Hand Lens Imager (HLI)
is the remote version of a geologist’s hand lens. As such
its main purpose is to provide images of small geological
features, such as cracks, layers or single grains of dust.
A HLI can serve as a camera on-board a rover or lander
that provides in-situ micro-imaging with resolutions of a
few µm/px. Examples of HLIs are the Mars Hand Lens
Imager (MAHLI) aboard the Mars rover Curiosity [1], and
the Close Up Imager (CLUPI) in preparation for the ExoMars
rover [2] planned to be launched in 2020. In addition to
images of single features of scientific interest, HLIs are often
used to provide context information for the preparation and
documentation of other instruments’ sampling activities. And
they also turned out to be useful for rover operations, health
assessment or for taking landscape views [3], making them
valuable instruments besides their scientific purpose.
In order to provide the maximum resolution of 14.5 µm/px
for MAHLI [1] or 7 µm/px for CLUPI [2], the cameras are
operated at small Working Distances (WD) of approximately
2 cm and 10 cm, respectively. Here, the WD is the distance
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between front surface of the main lens and the object. This
results in a shallow Depth Of Field (DOF) of approximately
1mm for MAHLI as well as for CLUPI [2, 4]. The limited
range in which an object is in focus is often not sufficient
for scientific purposes and poses high requirements on the
exact positioning of the camera in front of a target. In order
to overcome this limitation, MAHLI and CLUPI each use a
complex focus mechanism that allows to refocus the camera
in small steps, thus enabling it to provide an Extended Depth
Of Field (EDOF). They record image sequences of up to 8 or
16 images, respectively, and process them on-board in order
to produce an EDOF image and as a byproduct also a depth
map as shown in Figure 2.
The use of conventional camera technology for HLIs in-
creases the complexity, volume, mass and risk of failure
of the system due to moving parts in a space environment.
Therefore, we propose to use plenoptic cameras for future
HLIs to overcome these limitations. Plenoptic cameras inher-
ently possess multiple advantages over conventional cameras
that become most evident at small WDs. Two of the key
advantages are that with a single plenoptic recording, it is
possible to extend the DOF multiple times and to create a
depth map [5]. This requires no moving parts as plenoptic
cameras allow to shift certain operations from hardware to
software, which in turn enables a more robust design and
renders them a good choice for the harsh space environment.
It also means that plenoptic cameras can be re-calibrated
during the main mission, by using four to eight images of
a known calibration target [6]. A plenoptic camera can be
created by modifying a conventional camera with a single
optical component, the so called Micro-Lens Array (MLA).
It is mounted with a gap of a few micrometers in front of the
image sensor (cf. Section 3). Thus, it is possible to use space
qualified camera technology, sensors and optics in order to
create a new type of image sensor. The remaining challenge
in establishing this technology is the development of space
grade processing of plenoptic image data.
The concept of using plenoptic cameras for in-situ plane-
tology has been shown in [7] along with qualitative results.
Hence, in order to extend the work of [7], the main contribu-
tions of this paper are
• the first extended discussion on the use of plenoptic cam-
eras for in-situ hand lens imaging
• the first quantitative experimental results on the 2-D res-
olution and the depth measurement capabilities as well as
examples that show the usability for planetology
• a list of common objectives and requirements for the devel-
opment of future HLI systems
2. STATE OF THE ART OF HAND LENS
IMAGING
Three HLIs that represent the current state of the art are used
in this work as reference camera systems. We use their per-
formance values to compare our results with. Additionally,
they are used to derive a common set of goals and high level
requirements that we propose to use as a basic guideline for
future HLIs, both plenoptic and conventional camera based
ones. Namely, these are MAHLI aboard the Mars rover
Curiosity [8], CLUPI [2] in production for the ExoMars 2020
rover, and MasCam, the camera aboard the recently landed
asteroid lander MASCOT which is part of the Hayabusa 2
mission to the asteroid Ryugu [9]. Legacy devices such as
the Micro Imagers (MI) aboard the Mars Exploration Rovers
(MER) [10], the Robotic Arm Camera (RAC) aboard the
Mars lander Phoenix [11, 12] or ROLIS on the comet lander
Philae [13, 14], are not further considered because MAHLI
and MasCam use heritage of some or one of them. Due to
the lack of information, this work does also not consider the
context imager which is a component of the PIXL instrument
for NASA’s Mars 2020 rover [15].
First, we provide a set of common goals and requirements
compiled from available information on those systems and
from discussions with DLR planetary scientists. This set can
server as a baseline for the development of future HLIs. Due
to the different instrument designs of the HLIs and due to
different missions, target bodies and mounting positions on
the hosting space crafts, the provided goals and requirements
are rather high level. Second, we provide a brief description
of the reference HLIs and examples of data products created
with them in order to summarize the current state of the art.
An overview of the main specification values of the reference
HLIs is presented in Table 1.
Common goals
From a planetary scientists point of view, a HLI shall work
as a remote hand lens for geological and astrobiological re-
search. As such it shall provide high resolution color images
in order to observe targets and sites of interest in-situ from
meter to sub-millimeter range. It shall help to characterize
geology, mineralogy and physical properties of objects and
surfaces such as rocks, dust, sediments, regolith and even the
landscape. Thus, images that allow to investigate items such
as texture, shape, structure, morphology, layering or particle
size distribution of a sample area are required.
A HLI should also act as a complementary instrument that
provides context on a sample site with images taken from
different distances and vantage points. These images can also
be combined to provide mosaics or panorama views. This
can support the operation of other instruments in terms of se-
lection of sample areas, preparation of operation procedures
and, documentation of the sampling. The high resolution and
the operation close to a target shall close the resolution gap
between microscopes, if available, and instruments operated
from a larger distances, e.g. the panorama cameras on a
rover’s mast or the cameras of an asteroid orbiter. Depending
on the mounting position and the possibility to move the HLI,
it should also support engineering tasks, tests and monitoring
of the spacecraft and its components.
From an operations point of view, the HLI should work in a
semi-autonomous fashion due to long signal runtimes. On-
board pre-processing and compression are required in order
to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted. Experience
from the Curiosity mission shows that a larger Field Of View
(FOV) reduces the amount of images required for several
tasks, which results in a more efficient operation and a higher
probability of instrument use [3].
Specific mission goals can guide the HLI design more to-
wards a spot sampling imager, such as MAHLI or CLUPI,
or one with a larger FOV in order to provide more surveying
opportunities as it is done with MasCam.
Common requirements
2-D particle resolution depends on the mission goals. It
shall allow to resolve particles of at least 1mm in size.
Investigations on sediments require a resolution of at least
62 µm in order to distinguish between sand and silt according
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to the Wentworth grain size scale [16]. Investigations on the
morphology of grains or astrobiology may require a higher
resolution.
2-D ground resolution is the per object point resolution of
the HLI system in µm/px and, as a rule of thumb, it shall beat
least four times better than the required particle resolution.
DOF should be as large as possible, in order to reduce the
number of images that are required to provide a complete in-
focus image of a target. Due to the high variability of possible
sample sites, it is difficult to provide a finite value, but we
aim for a DOF of at least 1 cm, and preferably 5 cm at the
minimum WD.
Depth is required to complement the 2-D images as it pro-
vides additional context. Depth measurements shall provide
a dense depth map over the complete FOV.
Depth range is the range from the target surface towards the
camera in which depth can be determined. It should at least
be equal to the DOF, thus 1 cm to 5 cm.
Depth ground resolution is the finest depth difference that
can be measured between two object points, thus it allows
to resolve particles and their shape in depth. It is a relative
measurement between two points within the depth range. For
a triangulation based depth estimation, it should be approxi-
mately four times less than the 2-D ground resolution.
Depth precision is the absolute measured distance between
the HLI and the target. It is regarded for this work to be less
important for scientific measurements than for engineering
tasks, such as distance checks for the camera positioning or
for hazard avoidance. It should be at least 1/3 of the DOF
at minimum WD in order to allow for a reliable and save
positioning of the camera such that the target is at least 2/3
in focus in the depth direction.
FOV of the camera system should provide a ground resolu-
tion cell at minimum WD of at least 2 cm× 2 cm in size in
order to provide enough area to determine the particle size
distribution of a sample.
Image and depth map size should be at least 1Mpx, prefer-
ably higher in order to increase the amount of details in a
single image.
Working distance is the distance between the objective’s
front face and the target. It depends on the required 2-D and
depth resolution, DOF and FOV. The WD should be as large
as possible in order to ease the operation and to reduce the
risk of collision of the camera with a target.
Color is required to provide additional context, allow a
preliminary distinguishing of materials but can also aid to
distinguish between adjacent particles [3]. A color calibration
of the images is required in order to account for the different
illumination conditions on another planet. This requires a
color calibration target for in-situ calibration.
In-focus images are required from minimum WD to infinity
in order to support different operations up to landscape views.
The focus must not be continuously available in the complete
range. Consequently, the two HLIs for Mars use a focus
mechanism to comply with this requirement.
On-board processing for the semi-automatic operation
must at least provide an autofocus or the detection of the ideal
focus position for the positioning of the camera. Processing
of the raw data to create the final data products, e.g. 2-D
EDOF images or depth maps or High Dynamic Range (HDR)
images, and their compression prior to transmission is also
required in order to reduce the amount of data that needs to
be transmitted.
Illumination is required to allow recording at day and night
or to minimize the effect of shadowing, e.g. due to other
parts of the spacecraft. It can also increase the information
content of images or can also be another way of creating color
images and therefor of distinguishing materials as with the
(a) MAHLI camera head.
Image credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/MSSS
(b) MAHLI mounting posi-
tion on robotic arm turret.
Image credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/MSSS
(c) MasCam. Image
Credit: DLR
(d) MasCam mounting po-
sition in MASCOT Lander.
Image Credit: DLR
Figure 1: Photos and artist impressions of reference HLIs
multi-color illumination of MASCOT.
Reference HLI description
MAHLI [8] is a 2Mpx color camera. It consists of a camera
head shown in Figure 1a, a digital electronics assembly, and
a calibration target. The camera head is mounted on the
turret at the end of the robotic arm of Curiosity (cf. Figure
1b), the digital electronics assembly is inside the rover body
and the calibration target is on the chassis. The camera
design explicitly considers the extended camera mobility due
to its mounting on the robotic arm. Hence, as the camera
can be positioned relatively freely to a target and in order
to increase the context provided by an image, MAHLI has
a rather wide FOV of 34◦ to 38.5◦ (diagonal). It results
in a minimum WD of 2.1 cm to achieve the maximum 2-
D ground resolution of 14 µm/px with a minimum DOF of
1mm. The camera is equipped with a focus mechanism
and an autofocus algorithm, which allows the camera to
focus from minimum WD to infinity. On-board processing
allows to process an image sequences of up to 8 images to
create an EDOF image via focus stacking, a depth map, and
different compression levels of the data in order to minimize
the amount of downlink data. The focus mechanism employs
a stepper motor with a system of gears to move the lens focus
group and the protective front cover [17]. The MAHLI team
experimentally determined a calibration function that relates
stepper motor count to working distance in object space [18].
The complex focus mechanism required a re-design during
the development due to issues with the mechanisms and the
lubrication [17]. An illumination system of two pairs of white
LEDs and two UV-LEDs at the camera’s front face provides
day and night recording capabilities.
CLUPI [2] is a 4.7Mpx color camera system mounted to
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the drill box of the ExoMars rover. It consists of the camera
head which includes the electronics and processing parts and
a separated calibration target that is mounted to the rover’s
chassis. Despite the drill box’s limitation to two degrees of
freedom (rotation around one axis and up-down translation),
CLUPI can provide multiple different views and therefore
also high imaging flexibility by using multiple mirrors that
are mounted to the rover’s chassis. By this, it is possible
to take images of sample sites, the drill as well as the
drill hole, and of the landscape. The FOV is (14± 2)◦
(diagonal), resulting in a maximum resolution of 7 µm/px
with a minimum DOF of 1mm at the smallest WD of 10 cm.
The camera also comes with a focus mechanism, based on a
flexible structure which does not require lubrication [2]. As
more information about the mechanism is not available at the
time of writing, an evaluation of its complexity is difficult.
The on-board processing of CLUPI provides an autofocus
and an autoexposure algorithm. It allows to create EDOF
images and depth maps from focus stacks of up to 16 images,
binning and Region Of Interest (ROI) recording as well as
compression for data transmission savings.
MasCam [9] is a 1Mpx panchromatic camera mounted in-
side the shoe-box sized android lander MASCOT. Due to mis-
sion specific objectives and requirements, it follows slightly
different design principles than MAHLI and CLUPI. Being
the camera of one of the first mobile lander on an asteroid,
the goal is more to provide an overview of the landscape and
in-situ context for MASCOT’s as well as Hayabusa 2’s instru-
ments, than to achieve the highest resolution for spot samples
opposed to the other HLIs. Additionally, the design is largely
constrained by the small dimensions of the spacecraft and the
camera being fixed inside the structure of MASCOT. A dark
image calibration target is available during the cruise flight
aboard Hayabusa 2. The camera comes with a wide FOV
of 72.5◦ (diagonal) and is designed to provide a DOF from
150mm to the local horizon, i.e. infinity. This is achieved by
reducing the aperture to the diffraction limit, and by tilting the
sensor by some degrees with respect to the objective’s optical
axis, resulting in a Scheimpflug configuration. On the one
hand, this large DOF and the wide FOV reduce the ground
resolution to 150 µm/px. However, on the other hand, no
focus mechanism is needed. This also makes it difficult if
not impossible to compute depth maps when the lander is not
moving. A LED array provides illumination to the near field
at night with four different colors: red, blue, green channels in
the visible range and one channel in the near infrared. Thus,
MasCam provides panchromatic images at day and multi-
color images at night. On-board processing provides image
statistics, autoexposure, HDR images from three pictures and
image compression.
Data products from HLIs
A selection of possible data products created with HLIs are
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. These examples show the
bandwith of usage of HLIs, i.e. from scientific imaging in
Figure 2, to context imaging in Figure 3a and Figure 3d to
imaging for engineering purposes as in Figure 3b.
The first and last image and the resulting focus stacking
products of a sequence of images recorded with MAHLI on
Sol 998 are shown in Figure 2, which is also an example
of the main scientific use of MAHLI. As can be seen, the
small WD for this sample resulted in a shallow DOF as
there is significant blur in the foreground or background,
respectively, of the shown images. The EDOF image in
Figure 2c was created by merging the eight images in a focus
stack and it shows a high resolution and image quality and
(a) Focus on front (b) Focus on back
(c) EDOF image (d) Depth Map
Figure 2: Images from a sequence made byMAHLI on Sol
998 and the generated EDOF image and depthmap. Eight
images were merged for this focus stack. Image credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS
the whole scene is in focus. The depth map on the other hand
shows the limitation of the focus stack approach for depth
measurements, as it provides only a low level of detail and
low depth resolution. This makes it difficult to detect finer
details such as the grains in the clast. As the digital numbers
in the depth map are related to the focus position of the
merged input images, only eight known distances contributed
to the depth map and other values inbetween are interpolated,
which makes it a rudimentary range measurement for arm
positioning and coarse context information [18].
Figure 3a shows a combination of three images taken with
MAHLI on Sol 47 of a target rock named Jake Matijevic and
thus the typical operation mode [3]. The collage in Figure
3a contains images taken at a WD of 25 cm, 5 cm and 2.5 cm
which gives an impression of different ground resolution cells
and the resolution differences at these WDs. With this mode
of operation MAHLI first provides a wider FOV for more
context, second an image with nearly the same resolution as
the MIs aboard Spirit and Opportunity for comparability and
third the intended full resolution image.
An image by MAHLI recorded on Sol 411, probably for
wheel inspection and thus an engineering use case, is shown
in Figure 3b. At this larger WD, the DOF is wide enough
for this use case and thanks to the high resolution of MAHLI
a sufficient amount of details are visible, e.g. for damage
assessment.
A section of one of the highest resolved images taken with
MAHLI during the primary mission on Sol 411 is shown
in Figure 3c. The following values and explanation are a
summary from [18]. Here, the coin on MAHLI’s calibration
target was recorded at a WD of 3.7 cm and the image shows
single grains of accumulated dust. In this image, grains down
to a size of 28 µm to 42 µm were identified, thus allowing to
distinguish clearly between silt (grain diameter ≤ 62.5 µm)
and very fine sand. To get a feeling for the dimensions in
the image, the coin itself has a diameter of 19mm and the
small pile of grains visible in the lower left corner of Figure
3c is approximately 540 µm long in the vertical direction of
the image. Due to the solar incidence angle of about 71.3◦
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Table 1: Specification of reference HLIs
Value MAHLI [8] CLUPI [2] MasCam [9]
sensor CCD, RGB CMOS, RGB CMOS, mono
pixel size 7.4 µm 7.8 µm 15 µm
image size 1600 px× 1200 px 2652 px× 1768 px 1024 px× 1024 px
focus mechanism stepper motor flexible structure fixed
mass 578 g (camera head) 932 g (total) 407 g (total)
min. WD 2.1 cm 10 cm 15 cm
FOV diagonal 33.8◦ to 38.5◦ (14± 2)◦ 72.5◦
IFOV 402 µrad N/A 1014 µrad
focal length 18.4mm N/A 14.8mm
f-number 9.8 N/A 16
min. DOF 1mm 1.2mm 150mm to∞
examples of ground 14@ 2.1 7 @ 10 150 @ 15
resolution in 31@ 6.6 39 @ 50
µm/px@WD in cm 79 @ 100
examples of ground 2.24× 1.68@ 2.1 1.9× 1.3@ 10 15.36× 15.36@ 15
resolution cell in 49.6× 37.2@ 6.6 10× 7@ 50
cm × cm@WD in cm 21× 14@ 100
during the recording, it was also possible to use the shadows
casted by the single grains for size determination.
Figure 3d shows an image recorded during the landing ap-
proach of MASCOT on Ryugu. The image was taken several
meters above the surface, shortly after the first contact of the
lander. This is an example of using a HLI for imaging a larger
context and as a descent imager, one of the goals of MasCam
[9].
3. PLENOPTIC CAMERA CONCEPT
The plenoptic function is a theoretical concept with the aim
to describe the available information for an observer in the
form of light rays at any point in time and space with multiple
dimensions [19]. An ideal observer with a FOV of 360◦ at
position Vx, Vy, Vz in space can receive light rays from all
directions θ, φ for all wavelengths λ at all moments in time t,
which results in a measurement of the plenoptic function
P = P (θ, φ, λ, t, Vx, Vy, Vz). (1)
When a static scene and single wavelength is assumed, the
plenoptic function reduces to 5-D as t and λ become con-
stant. This can be further reduced to 4-D when the scene is
considered to be inside a boundary box and that the intensity
does not change along the light ray’s direction of propagation,
hence Vz becomes constant. This results in the 4-D light field
introduced by Levoy and Hanrahan [20], as well as the similar
concept of a lumigraph introduced by Gortler et al. [21]. Now,
the position and orientation of a light ray inside the bounding
box can be described by its two intersection points at u, v and
s, t on the parallel planes resulting in
L = PL = (u, v, s, t) (2)
which is a description of the recorded light intensity or radi-
ance in the light field. Intuitively, this two-plane parametriza-
tion of a light field can be explained by uniformly placing
a collection of pinhole cameras on the s, t -plane viewing
(a) Image triple taken by
MAHLI at different WDs.
Image Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/MSSS
(b) Close up on wheel and
surroundings. Image Credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS
(c) High resolution image of
MAHLI calibration target.
Image Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/MSSS
(d) MasCam image of MAS-
COT’s landing site from a few
meters distance. Image credit:
MASCOT/DLR/JAXA
Figure 3: Further examples of images taken with HLIs
towards the u, v -plane. This allows to visualize the light field
such that each of the cameras at a position s, t would view
all points on the u, v -plane from a slightly different vantage
point, thus creating s × t unique views of the u × v points
on the u, v -plane. The s, t -plane could also be a matrix
of pin-holes inside a conventional camera. If the matrix is
located at a short distance b in front of the sensor and with a
known distance a behind the u, v -plane (seen from the main
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lens), the most basic and idealized form of a plenoptic camera
would be achieved. Here, each pixel within the FOV of a s, t
-pinhole records the intensity of a light ray from a different
direction, thus u, v -coordinate, which results in a recording
of the light field in Equation 2.
By considering the above, the difference to a conventional
camera becomes more clear. Its main lens is focused on
the sensor plane on the image side of the lens in order
to produce a sharp image. Hence, when the main lens is
focused on a 3-D object, it images it as a 2-D image on the
sensor plane. Therefore, all light rays that leave an object
point are converged by the main lens to an image point
and their intensity is summed up, which results in a loss of
information. In contrast, a plenoptic camera splits up the
pencil of rays once more at the s, t -plane and thus enables
to record the intensity of light rays from different directions
on different pixels. By this and given the known geometry
of the described optical setup, a 2-D sensor can record a 4-
D light field. Hence, a camera which records the subset of
the plenoptic function described in Equation 2 is also known
as a light field camera. This recording concept makes it also
necessary to process the raw data to create a conventional 2-
D image. However, as the direction of the recorded light is
encoded in the pixel position and the geometrical relationship
between the s, t and u, v -plane, the light field also contains
depth information.
Plenoptic camera concepts
In order to record the light field in practice with a single
camera, Ng et al. [22] proposed to modify a conventional
digital camera by placing an MLA shortly in front of the
camera sensor. The s, t -plane is now represented by theMLA
plane and the u, v -plane is located at the main lens principle
plane. Through a micro-lens, each sensor pixel with its finite
FOV sees a small excerpt of the main lens plane, which
represents a single sample of the u, v -plane. On the other
side, each micro-lens is regarded as a single sample of the s, t
-plane as all light rays within its FOV go through its principle
point. As such, a micro-lens images only the part of the main
lens aperture within its FOV. In order to achieve this imaging
process, the main lens is focused onto the MLA plane and the
micro-lenses, due to their relatively small size in comparison
with the main lens, are considered to be unfocused i.e. with
a focus to infinity. Hence, this plenoptic camera concept is
know as the Unfocused Plenoptic Camera (UPC), or standard
plenoptic camera, or plenoptic camera 1.0. Due to the finite
size of the micro-lenses and the pixel’s FOV, this results in a
box-filtered sampling of L(u, v, s, t) [22]. For this design,
the maximum spatial resolution, i.e. the resolution of the
rendered 2-D image equals the number of micro-lenses in the
MLA and the angular resolution is equal to the number of
pixels under a micro lens [23].
A different plenoptic camera concept, proposed by Lums-
daine and Georgiev, is know as the Focused Plenoptic Camera
(FPC) [24, 25]. Here, the main lens is focused in front or
behind the MLA and the micro-lenses are focused on the
image that is projected by the main lens into the camera.
This design allows a trade-off between spatial and angular
resolution of the light field and thus can achieve a higher
resolution of the finally rendered 2-D images than the UPC.
A further improvement of the FPC is the Multi-Focus Plenop-
tic Camera (MFPC), for which the MLA contains micro-
lenses with different focal lengths [5, 26]. By choosing the
focal lengths such that the DOFs of the different micro-lens
types just touch, it is possible to increase the DOF of the
Figure 4: Focused plenoptic camera
MLA significantly. This increases the DOF of the MFPC
in comparison to a FPC or UPC and even more if compared
to a conventional camera, especially at small WDs [5]. In
practice, the spatial resolution, i.e. the final 2-D image
resolution, of MFPCs is approximately a quarter of the sensor
resolution, which is a more acceptable reduction of the spatial
resolution than for UPCs.
The different sampling of UPC and FPC and the resulting
resolution differences are not only caused by the different
focusing of the main lens, but also from a different distance
bL between the MLA and the sensor plane. In case of the
UPC, this distance is exactly the focal length fL of the micro-
lenses. Whereas in the case of the FPC or MFPC bL 6= f
and bL is adjusted in order to achieve the desired trade-off
between spatial and angular resolution [23].
Important for all of the described concepts is the f-number
matching rule, i.e. the effective f-number keff of the micro-
lens and of the main lens have to match in order to achieve the
maximum possible size of a micro-image without causing an
overlap between adjacent micro-lenses [5, 22]. The effective
f-number keff is relevant for objects at close proximity to the
camera and is defined as
keff = k∞(1 + |m|) = 1/2NAi (3)
where k∞ is the photographic f-number based on the asump-
tion that the object is relatively far away in comparison to
the focal length [27, 28]. The photographic f-number can
usually be found on the lens housing. The magnification of
the objective is given by m, here as the absolute value. NAi
is the image side numerical aperture of the objective.
Besides the shown MLA based plenoptic camera concepts,
other methods are known to record light fields or sample
parts of the plenoptic function and are discussed in [29] and
[30]. So far, only MLA based plenoptic cameras are beyond
a prototype phase and commercially available. Due to this
fact and the noted advantage of higher lateral resolution,
we consider the MFPC concept the best choice amongst the
different plenoptic camera concepts for in-situ micro-imaging
and thus focus on it during our analysis.
Optical model
Ray tracing gives a first order estimation of the optical sys-
tem of a light field camera. Though not taking diffraction
or aberration into account, this approach is convenient for
extracting information about the footprints that a light ray
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makes by passing a system given in Figure 4. There is a main
lens plane (u,v), a micro-lens array plane (x,y), and a detector
plane (σ, τ ). The focal lengths fM of the main lens and fL of
the micro-lenses are arbitrary, though dependent from each
other due to the f-number matching rule [22]. We assume
z >> bL. The object plane is given by (ξ, η). In addition, PO
is a point in the object plane, PZ a point in the virtual plane
(x′, y′), and PD the point in the detector plane to which the
micro-lens projects PZ from the virtual image plane. Let the
center of the main lens plane be the origin of the coordinate
system. The object plane point PO (ξ, η,−aM ) is mapped
to a detector plane point P iD
(
σi, τ i, bM + bL + aL
)
in the
following way:
ξ 7→ σi = − ξfMbL
aMfM − z(aM − fM ) +
xioff (fM − aM )bL
aMfM − z(aM − fM )
η 7→ τ i = − ηfMbL
aMfM − z(aM − fM ) +
yioff (fM − aM )bL
aMfM − z(aM − fM )
−aM 7→ bM + bL + aL
(4)
Here, i is the certain micro-lens the ray passes before hitting
the detector. For detailed information and the viceversa
projection see [31]. As mentioned above, the geometrical ap-
proach is sufficient to get a first impression of how a pleoptic
system works. However, it is not exact. Due to ever smaller
pixel sizes used in detectors nowadays combined with low
aperture and the small sized micro-lenses, diffraction effects
are not negligible. Therefore a wave-theoretical approach is
necessary. The Point Spread Function (PSF), which has an
effect on the resolution, is an essential parameter describing
the performance of the camera. The wave-optical theory
has been outlined in [31] and shows a significant different
footprint of the light on the sensor, caused by diffraction on
the optical path, in comparison to the more simple geometric
model presented here.
Plenoptic data processing
The optical model mentioned in the previous section is the
least required knowledge for processing plenoptic raw data
in depth and 2-D data. In order to achieve the required
parameters of the model a calibration is required as an initial
step. First, the so calledMLA calibration provides parameters
such as the lateral MLA to sensor offset, the micro-lens size
for the given focus setting and a grey image, all necessary
to create depth maps and 2-D images. Depth values created
only with a MLA calibration are provided in virtual depth [5],
a value that reflects the triangulation geometry required for its
measurement but it has no metric scale.
In order to produce metric depth maps and 2-D images with
a metric relationship to object space, the values for the MLA
to main lens distance z and the MLA to sensor distance bL
need to be calibrated [6, 32]. As with conventional cameras
also the parameters for the camera intrinsics and for the
optical distortion need to be estimated to achieve a high
precision. Several metric calibration approaches for MFPCs
are reported in literature [6,32–34] that require several images
of a calibration target with known geometry. Most often
a rigid plate with e.g. a checkerboard pattern or a point
pattern is recorded in different poses. For this work, the
approach by [32] was applied as it is part of the currently
available standard plenoptic processing pipeline for MFPCs.
Already with the MLA calibration, the processing pipeline
(a) Raw image
(2048px× 2048px)
(b) Processed raw image
(2048px× 2048px)
(c) Close up of raw image
(400px× 400px)
(d) Close up of processed raw
image (400px× 400px)
(e) Depth map
(1024px× 1024px)
(f) EDOF image
(1024px× 1024px)
Figure 5: Plenoptic processing pipeline
described in [5], and exemplarely shown in Figure 5 with a
checkerboard test pattern as an object, can be used. First, the
raw image in Figure 5a is pre-processed, e.g. for brightness
equalization and the detection of micro-images, resulting in
the processed raw image shown in Figure 5b. Second, a depth
estimation is performed resulting in a depth map shown in
Figure 5e followed by the combination of corresponding pixel
intensitities in order to form a 2-D EDOF image shown in
Figure 5f.
The depth estimation is a triangulation based on correspon-
dences found in adjacent or near micro-lens images [5].
Those correspondences can for example be established by
using the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) as proposed
in [5]. Therefore, the depth estimation is limited primarily
to well textured areas or edges as the correspondence search
requires sufficient contrast. Hence, the depth estimation
becomes a multi-view stereo vision problem, as each micro-
lens acts as a small camera. This is a computational expensive
step, but it can be well parallized. The depth estimation is
required prior to the 2-D image generation in order to choose
the correct micro-lens images that result in the maximum
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resolution but also as otherwise artefacts, especially at object
boundaries, are the result [5, 35]. In order to create a 2-D
image point, all micro-lenses that can see the same point of
the main lens image are chosen based on depth information.
The pixel position on which the main lens point is projected,
is computed and the final 2-D intensity value is a weighted
average of corresponding pixel values under the previously
selected micro-lenses [5].
Due to the MLA geometry of an MFPC with up to three
different micro-lens types and the increased DOF, the final
2-D image has a DOF multiple times larger than the one of a
conventional camera. At small WDs, the DOF was reported
to be up to 6 times larger than the one of a comparable
conventional camera [5]. In other words, an MFPC achieves
a significant DOF extension due to its recording concept and
the appropriate data processing. Thus, in order to achieve an
EDOF image an MFPC does not require a focus mechanism
because hardware operations are shifted to software. The
final size of the 2-D images and depth maps is approximately
a quarter of the sensor size, because lateral resolution is
converted into depth information.
4. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments should provide the first real measurements
to allow a preliminary evaluation of the plenoptic camera
concept for in-situ micro-imaging based on real data and not
only on theoretical and conceptual findings. For this we chose
the requirements which we regard as the design drivers at the
current state of the technology. These are the 2-D resolution,
the DOF and the depth measurement capabilities. For the
latter we determined the depth resolution, depth precision and
depth noise. At the time of writing, our experiment setup did
not allow a determination of the DOF, yet. Thus this is left for
future work. Please note, that our plenoptic camera system
under test is not yet optimized for the requirements. However,
it uses a sensor of which a space qualified version exists.
Nevertheless, we argue that from this preliminary test setup
it is possible to see if the conceptional advantage are evident
in practice. At the moment we provide the tests for a single
WD of 160mm in order to gain the maximum resolution. In
the future we plan to perform our measurements at multiple
WDs.
Setup
We employed a Raytrix R5-C color MFPC equipped with a
Fujinon HS35SA-1 1:1.4 35mm main lens for our experi-
ments. This camera uses a CMV4000 CMOS sensor with
2048 px× 2048 px with a pixel pitch of 5.5 µm. The result-
ing image and depth map size is 1024 px× 1024 px, which is
the lowest image size stated in the requirements in Section 2.
The main lens was set to the nearest possible focal setting and
the aperture was set to an effective f-number of approximately
2.4 in order to comply with the f-number matching rule. The
camera setup provided a FOV of approximately 58mm at a
WD of 160mm. At this WD, the highest lateral resolution
in combination with the measurement of depth could be
achieved. As shown in Figure 6 the camera was mounted on a
vertical linear axis that allowed to accurately set the WD with
respect to an object. Objects were placed on a XY-table below
the linear axis in order to precisely and repeatably position
them in lateral direction within the FOV. Test charts and
objects that required a 45◦ tilt with respect to the optical axis
were mounted on a tilted board which was also mounted on
the XY-table as shown in Figure 6. During the experiments,
the following test objects were used:
Figure 6: Experimental setup during laser scanning
• Metal block tilted by 45◦ with a sandblasted surface that
provides a fine texture as it is needed for triangulation based
depth measurements. This allows to determine the depth
measurement quality for a known plane over a larger depth
range.
• Checkerboard pattern calibration chart with size DIN-A4
and an edge length of the squares of 6mm
• Point pattern calibration chart whose points have a diameter
of 2mm
• Lensgrid test chart generated with MTF-Mapper, scaled to
DIN-A8
• Basaltic rock with fine structures, pores and large depth dif-
ferences to show the possible depth range and the resolution
of the camera with a geological object
To generate ground truth data for the depth measurements,
we used a high precision metrology arm that was equipped
with a laser scanner as shown in Figure 6. This allowed us
to measure the position of objects, to determine the exact tilt
angle of of planes and to create a reference 3-D model of
the object for the depth experiment. The software RxLive
4.0.50 by Raytrix was used for recording and processing the
plenoptic data. With its help the camera was calibrated and
2-D images, EDOF images, depth maps and point clouds
were created for further analysis. In order to determine the
2-D resolution of the plenoptic camera system, we measured
the Modular Transfer Function (MTF) with help of the open
source software MTF-Mapper in version 0.7.5 [36]. The
software allowed to create test charts with slanted edges for
the determination of the resolution.
Methods
Calibration—Besides the necessary MLA calibration, we
performed the metric calibration approach provided by the
RxLive software, which was the reference implementation of
[32]. Here a sequence of 21 images of a point calibration
pattern was necessary for the calibration to converge to an
acceptable quality level.
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2-D resolution—For the determination of the 2-D resolution,
we used the slanted edge method [37]. This measured the
Spatial Frequency Response (SFR) of the system, which can
be converted into the MTF in terms of image space resolution
versus contrast. In other words, by measuring how sharply
an edge is imaged by the camera system, the frequencies in
an image can be determined, which in the end represent the
system’s spatial resolution and the PSF (cf. Section 3). By
using edges distributed all over the FOV and with different
rotations, it is possible to determine a potential resolution loss
towards the image boundaries and to determine the SFR in
all directions. It is important to note, that as an image taken
with the camera is used for the measurement, the slanted
edge method determines the system MTF and not the MTF
of only the optics. Hence, for a conventional camera it would
be the combined MTF of the lens, sensor and the camera
read-out electronics. In case of a plenoptic camera, the
MTF measurement is performed on a 2-D or EDOF image
generated with the plenoptic processing pipeline as explained
in Section 3. Thus, in contrast to a conventional camera,
the measured system MTF additionally contains the SFR of
the plenoptic data processing as part of the camera system.
Additionally, as said previously, the processing combines
values recorded by multiple pixels and results in an image
resolution of a quarter of the sensor resolution. Therefore,
we assume twice the pixel pitch of the sensor for the MTF
measurement, i.e. in this case a pixel pitch of 11 µm.
The test was performed with MTF-Mapper and with a MTF-
Mapper generated lensgrid test chart (cf. Figure 7). In order
to fit the complete or at least a large part of the test chart in the
FOV, we scaled the lensgrid test pattern to DIN-A8 format as
seen in Figure 7. Due to the small size of the test chart, the
circular fiducial patterns required to compute the orientation
of the chart with respect to the camera, could not be used.
Hence, we tried to orientate the camera as parallel to the test
chart as possible in order to reduce the standard deviation of
the MTF measurements to a minimum (cf. Figure 8). Due to
the small WD and the resulting small scale of the test chart,
we assume that even small rotational offsets result in a larger
deviation of the MTF measurments compared to recording at
a larger WD. The test chart was printed on thick paper with a
weight of 350 g/m2 and a printer resolution of 600 dpi, i.e. a
single point had a diameter of approximately 4.23 µm.
The MTF measurements provide the image space resolution
in line pairs per millimeter (lp/mm) which can be converted
to object space resolution in µm/px by
Ro =
1000
2 ·Ri ·m (5)
whereRi is the image space resolution in lp/mm determined
with MTF-Mapper and m is the magnification of the camera
system, i.e. the ration of sensor size versus object space FOV.
As the camera system resolution is a combination of the
image space resolution and the contrast, we decided to de-
termine the MTF at two different contrast levels. First at
MTF20, i.e. a contrast of 20%, which has been deemed to
be the minimum contrast for image processing algorithms,
and second at MTF50, i.e. a contrast of 50%, which humans
perceive as a good level. This choice is justified as images
from HLIs shall help geologists to work more intuitively on
data from a remote planet at MTF50. However, it should also
be possible to perform further image processing on ground at
MTF20 in order to reveal even finer details in images.
Depth measurements—The accuracy of metrically calibrated
plenoptic cameras has been already addressed in [6, 32]. In-
stead, in this experiment we focus on the depth measurement
capability of a plenoptic camera in a representative setting
for hand lens imaging during planetary exploration. To this
end, we choose a planar surface in order to compare its mea-
surements with the best fitted plane, and in this way assess
experimentally the maximum achivable depth precision of the
plenoptic camera system.
In order to measure the depth resolution and the accuracy of
the calibration in depth, we created depth maps of the well
textured surface of the sandblasted metal block (cf. Figure
6). Due to the 45◦ tilt we were able to measure depth over
a wide depth range within the FOV and to observe changes
of the depth precision with increasing distance to target. We
expected that a tilted plane should help to reveal the depth
resolution in terms of a repeating, artificial step-kind pattern
in the depth data as a result from the limitations of the camera
system and depth estimation algorithm. Based on the metric
calibration we created metric 2-D depth maps and 3-D point
clouds. For this experiment no filtering or filling operations,
which are available in RxLive, were used in order to receive
the raw depth measurements.
We expecteded a significant amount of depth noise in the
data, which needed to be filtered previous to any analysis.
In order to robustly remove outliers and segment the plane, a
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [38] algorithm was
employed. The basic idea of RANSAC is to estimate a model
fitting to the data based on a minimal, randomly chosen set
of data points (in the case of a plane of three points). The
algorithm then estimates the amount of inliers, i.e. points
with a distance to the found model below a certain threshold
and chooses again randomly a new minimal set of data points.
This is iteratively repeated until a model with the maximum
number of inliers is found. The advantage of this method
is, that it is able to find accurate models even for very high
noise levels [39]. Employing RANSAC, we segmented 63%
of the raw data, the remaining inliers can be seen in Figure 9.
With the filtered data, we first determined the planarity of the
recorded data points, as well as the noise level. The planarity
is calculated by the distance in millimeter of all data points
with respect to the fitted plane as the Root Mean Square Error
(RSME). The noise is accordingly calculated as the standard
deviation (SD) in millimeter from the RMSE measurements.
Usability for planetary science—In order to provide an im-
pression of the usability of plenoptic cameras as HLIs, we
recorded data of a rock with fine structures, cavities and large
depth differences. Unlike in the depth evaluation experiment,
we applied depth filtering and filling operations on the data
as we expect this to happen during the nominal operation as
well. By this, the data becomes more easy to interprete by
planetary scientists but it must be kept in mind, that some
values are interpolated ones. From this data we derived an
EDOF image, a depth map along with height profiles and 2.5-
D models with texture and with color coded depth as shown
in Section 5.
5. RESULTS
2-D resolution
Figure 7 shows the annotated lensgrid test charts for the
MTF20 and the MTF50 condition, respectively. The values
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(a)MTF20 (b)MTF50
Figure 7: Lensgrid test charts recorded at a WD of 160mm with annotations for MTF20 and MTF50 values for each
edge
Figure 8: MTF-plot for 13 lp/mm, 22 lp/mm and
28 lp/mm computed for a lensgrid test chart recorded
at a WD of 160mm
annotating each of the edges show the image space resolution
in lp/mm for which the contrast equals 20% or 50%, respec-
tively. These plots allow to determine the resolution for the
defined contrast in detail at a certain edge within the FOV.
A summary of the annotated lensgrid charts is shown in the
MTF profile in Figure 8. Here, the MTF values are plotted
for a certain image space resolution in lp/mm as a function
of the distance to the center of the FOV. This indicates how
well the system maintains the resolution throughout the FOV
and which contrast can be achieved at which resolution. The
continous line shows the MTF for the sagittal direction, i.e.
for edges along the radial direction starting from the image
center. The dotted line shows the contrast for the meridional
direction, i.e. for the edges which are in tangential direction
to a circle centered in the image center. The shaded parts
around the lines indicate the spread of the measurement,
which can result from a misalingment between sensor plane
and testchart. Because there is no increase of the spread
towards the FOV border, we argue that the inherent noise
of the MTF measurement becomes more visible due to the
small WD. As can be seen from Figure 8, the tested plenoptic
camera system maintains a nearly constant resolution over
the complete FOV in sagittal direction but in the meridional
direction, the contrast reduces quickly after a distance of
4.5mm from the image center, i.e. after approximately 60%
of the FOV. At the time of writing, it is not clear, yet, if this
is an effect caused by the main lens or by the plenoptic data
processing.
For the WD of 160mm, we determined a FOV of 58mm. In
combination with a sensor width of 11.264mm, this results
in a magnification of m = 0.1942. Hence, with the camera
system under test it is possible to achieve the following object
space resolution according to Equation 5 and to Figure 8.
Please note that in Figure 8 MTF50 relates to a contrast of
0.5. The resolution in image space given in lp/mm translate
to object space as 198 µm/px for 13 lp/mm, 117 µm/px for
22 lp/mm and 92 µm/px for 28 lp/mm. Therefore, over the
complete FOV either a resolution of 117 µm/px for MTF20
(blue) or of 198 µm/px for MTF50 (red) is possible. In
case the observable resolution differences in sagittal and
meridional direction can be handled by choosing a better
main lens, a resolution of up to 92 µm/px (green, continous)
for MTF20 is possible with the system under test.
Depth measurement
Due to the observed resolution loss in 2-D, we used only 60%
of the FOV for the depth analysis, i.e. the central 600 px in
x- and y-direction of the depth map and the corresponding
area of the resulting 3-D point cloud. Fitting the best plane
to the data as explained in Section 4 results in a RMSE of
194.42 µm and a SD of 156.40 µm. The visual representation
of the fit is shown Figure 9. By color-coding the data points
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according to their distance to the estimated plane, the error
of each point becomes directly visible. Figure 10 shows the
(a)
(b)
Figure 9: a) Top-down view with x-y-axis and b) perspec-
tive projection of the plane fit quality. The color coding
depicts the distance of each pixel to a robustly fitted plane
average error with respect to the best fitted plane in more
detail along the x- and y-direction. It can be seen, that in the
y-direction the spread of the mean values is small but a certain
pattern is visible in the data which is below 0.5mm. The
spread of the mean values in the x-direction is slightly larger
at some positions and it does also show a pattern, but less
clear than in the y-direction. These pattern are also visible as
small bumps in Figure 11 or as wave-like structures in Figure
9. As Figure 10 represents a filtered and fitted point cloud, the
remaining visible artefacts are most likely caused by small
inaccuracies of the calibration model. Those inaccuracies
are probably visible due to the sub-millimeter range of the
depth precision of the presented measurements. In order to
clarify the cause for these pattern a dedicated experiment is
required in the future. Nevertheless, Figure 10 shows that the
depth precision remains within the 0.5mm boundary over the
complete pixel dimensions, i.e. it does not change with an
increasing distance between camera and object. Additionally,
the slope of the mean depth values in Figure 11 shows the
precise reproduction of the tilt of the metal block, which
was 44.6◦ as measured with the metrology arm (cf. Figure
6). These two observations indicate, that the depth precision
remains stable and reliable over a wide depth range. Please
note, that the depth values in Figure 11 are not related to the
WD but are relative to a reference plane set by the RxLive
software. As the reference plane is set according to the total
depth range of a measurement and therefore disconnected
from the recording situation, the range of depth of nearly
30mm and not the absolute depth values in Figure 11 is of
interest.
There is less of an artificial discretization effect of the depth
measurements, i.e. the aforementioned step-like pattern,
visible throughout the whole depth range as it would be
expected based on the description of [5]. Probably due to
the slightly higher level of noise on our particular scene and
camera setup conditions. Hence, the determination of the
depth resolution is not possible from a tilted plane as initially
planned. Therefore, a test object with a distinct depth profile,
e.g. a stair with a known step size as in [32], is required
for future tests. As shown, the precision of measurements
evaluated by the planarity are in a sub-mm range and as long
as the depth noise and the outliers can be reliably filtered,
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Figure 10: Average error in millimeter with respect to the
fitted plane over x- and y-direction
depth differences of at least 500 µm can be recognized with
our current setup.
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Figure 11: Average depth along y-direction in millimeter
(blue) and the ground truth surface of the object plane
(red)
Usage for planetology
Figure 12a and 12b provide an impression of the recording
situation and the context of the plenoptic data in order to ease
the interpretation of the following results. The EDOF image
in Figure 12c shows fine details of the rock’s morphology,
mineral enclosings and a pore structure on the bottom of the
image. Please note, that the pore structure is approximately
at the same WD as the test charts for the 2-D resolution tests,
i.e. at 160mm, whereas the remaining parts are closer to the
camera. This becomes also well visible in the 2.5-D models
in Figure 13, which help to interprete the depth of the scene
more intuitively. As shown in Figure 13a, the model can
either be textured with the EDOF image or color-coded as in
Figure 13b. Augmenting the gray isolines on the model, here
in intervals of 5mm, further improves the depth impression
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(a) Recording situation
(based on [7])
(b) Close-up showing details and depth extend of
recorded area.
(c) EDOF image (based on [7])
Figure 12: Recording situation and context view of the target area together with the resulting EDOF image of a rock
(a) Textured with EDOF image
(b) Colored by depth, gray lines indicate a 5mm height
interval
Figure 13: Renderings of a 2.5-D model of the rock with fine structures and details
(a) Colored Depth Map
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(c) Heigth profile along the diagonal
Figure 14: Color-coded depth map with indicators of the cross-cuts for the height profiles; red = near, blue = far
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and the perception of the correct scale of features. During
our experiments we achieved a depth range of up to 70mm.
Hence, it is possible to measure depth nearly as far as half of
the WD, from the farthest point in the depth range towards
the camera. By providing the 2.5-D models on a screen, a
scientist can interactively explore the target, e.g. rotate or
zoom or change the vantage point, which results in a more
intuitive impression of the shape and nature of the target than
a 2-D image can provide.
As the data is metrically calibrated, it is possible to directly
pick a depth measurement of any point in the model or to
create height profiles as shown in Figure 14. Here, we
did a cross-cut along the center and along the diagonal as
indicated by the red lines. This provides a scientist with
height profiles, that e.g. allow to determine the depth of
the pores visible in the EDOF image and the 2.5-D models.
In Figure 14b the points in the x-axis-range between 800
and 1000 px show the pore area and given an impression of
the depth resolution. With recordings taken from different
vantage points, the resulting depth maps or 2.5-D models
can be combined, provided the overlap between consecutive
recordings is large enough. Hence, it is possible to create
depth mosaics in order to provide more depth context of a
scene or to create a real 3-D model of an object. In the future,
it should be possible to transmit the raw plenoptic image (cf.
Figure 5a) in order to gain the full control of the plenoptic
processing. In case of a limited radio link bandwith, the
transmission of the smaller EDOF image and depth maps,
which are processed and compressed on-board, should also
be an option.
6. DISCUSSION
The HLIs for Mars, MAHLI and CLUPI, show a high
performance for 2-D micro-imaging and they are valuable
instruments for science, engineering, operation and public
outreach. MasCam, being a pionieering instrument is de-
signed with some different goals and priorities. Additionally,
its design was constrained by the small size of the MASCOT
lander and by only a few hours of operation time. The images
of the descent towards the surface of asteroid Ryugu, which
were available at the time of writing, are already impressive
results. Despite the design differences between those instru-
ments, we were able to compile a list of common objectives
and requirements. We welcome the planetary science and the
space community to discuss and enhance this list in order to
be able to prepare systemtatically the HLIs of the future.
Our analysis shows that current HLIs are limited by the trade-
off between resolution, FOV, WD and subsequently the DOF
because they are based on the conventional camera concept.
These physical limitations require either a complex focus
mechanism, which increases the size of the instrument, risk
of failure, complexity and therefore costs. Or it requires
to sacrifice resolution for a more simple design as with
MasCam. Furthermore, the depth measurement capabilities
of these instruments are either rudimentary in case of MAHLI
or CLUPI or not available as in the case of MasCam. The
lessons learnt from MAHLI [18] and our discussions with
DLR plantery scientists show the increasing demand and high
value of precise and reliable depth measurements with high
resolution.
Due to the small DOF and the required focusing, the required
operation time per image can sometimes be high, which in
the case of MAHLI led to less use for science then initially
intended [3]. This might also be caused by the basic auton-
omy of the instruments and their positioning, as the on-board
processing mainly provides algorithms to create the final data
products and compress them with the goal of reducing the
size of data that is transmitted. And in the case of MAHLI, it
is also a result of the missing single shot depth measurement
capability that could help to position the HLI on the robotic
arm more autonomously, with high reliability and precision
in front of a target. Given the available hardware and the
possible on-board processing power at the time when the
instruments were designed, it is clear that a single shot depth
measurement, including the on-board processing, was not
possible. As technology advances, we argue for a systematic
development towards a future HLI system, which can create
on-line depth maps that are usable for science and for an
autonomous robotic arm positiong system.
As shown in Section 3, the plenoptic camera concept deliv-
ers high quality 2-D imaging as known from current HLIs
together with single shot EDOF images and depth maps, but
without requiring a complex focus mechanism or movement
of the camera. All of this helps for scientific, engineering and
robotic tasks. It is achieved by shifting the focus operation
from hardware to software, which requires more computa-
tional ressource and the development of space grade plenoptic
processing as it is discussed in [40]. As a plenoptic camera
can be created by modifying existing camera hardware, it is
possible to gain a new type of sensor whithout the need of a
complete and expensive hardware development from scratch.
What needs to be qualified in terms of hardware is the MLA
and the modification procedure of an existing the camera
design. As said, the real challenge in the maturation of this
technology is the development of the space grade plenoptic
data processing, which might also require the development of
more efficient algorithms for parts of the processing chain.
First results for more efficient processing were reported in
literature and are for example discussed in [40].
The results presented in this work were achieved with a
preleminary, non-optimized plenoptic camera system. Nev-
ertheless, they show in practice that, with further optimiza-
tion, plenoptic cameras can achieve the required 2-D ground
resolution. Our system achieved in parts a ground resolution
of 92 µm/px. Thus, in order to identify objects of 62 µm,
an improvement by at least six times is required in order to
achieve the required 2-D ground resolution of 15 µm/px for
this use case. But in comparison with MasCam, the require-
ments were already achieved with an MTF20 resolution of
117 µm/px and an image resolution of 1Mpx. By applying
a higher resolution sensor, e.g. with a 12Mpx sensor, the
resulting final image size of 4Mpx becomes equivalent to
the 4.7Mpx of CLUPI and probably the 2-D and also the
depth resolution will increase signficantly. In contrast to
this, the depth capabilities shown in our test exceed by far
the ones of HLIs that provide depth from focus stacking.
The average depth error in our experiments of less than
500 µm in conjuction with a high density of the depth map
allows to investigate fine details. As also discussed in our
previous work [7], this increases the information content of
the recording and allows the scientist a more intuitive work
with the data.
7. CONCLUSION
In this work, we analyzed the current state of the art of
hand lens imagers and derived a set of common goals and
requirements for the development of future devices. Our
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analysis shows the lack of depth measurement capabilities of
hand lens imagers that are based on conventional cameras.
At the same time, the need for precise and reliable depth
measurements along with already available high resolution 2-
D imaging is increasing. Additionally, the space grade focus
mechanism in some of the current hand lens imagers makes
them complex instruments. Therefore, we propose to use
the plenoptic camera concept for future hand lens imagers to
avoid the need for a focus mechanism while gaining equiv-
alent 2-D imaging capabilities and a significantly increased
depth measurement performance. The inherent advantages of
plenoptic cameras become especially evident at close range,
which is another reason why we propose this technology for
in-situ close range imaging. This paper presented the first
experimenal performance evaluation for 2-D resolution and
depth measurements for the use case of plenoptic hand lens
imagers. Our results show the potential of plenoptic cameras
to provide the required performance but they also indicate
that in terms of optical design and especially calibration and
data processing, there is still need for further development
To conclude, given the early stage of development of this
technology, the performance is at least equivalent for 2-D
images and significantly better for depth measurements than
current conventional hand lens imagers. Therefore, our future
work will consist of more detailed experiments with higher
resolution plenoptic camera, the continuiation of the optical
modelling and the algorithm development for plenoptic hand
lens imagers. Based on this, we also plan to develop more de-
tailed concepts for space grade plenoptic hand lens imagers.
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